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ABSTRACT
Objectives Studies that assess all three dimensions of 
the integrative 24- hour physical behaviour (PB) construct, 
namely, intensity, posture/activity type and biological state, 
are on the rise. However, reviews on validation studies that 
cover intensity, posture/activity type and biological state 
assessed via wearables are missing.
Design Systematic review. The risk of bias was 
evaluated by using the QUADAS- 2 tool with nine signalling 
questions separated into four domains (ie, patient 
selection/study design, index measure, criterion measure, 
flow and time).
Data sources Peer- reviewed validation studies from 
electronic databases as well as backward and forward 
citation searches (1970–July 2021).
Eligibility criteria for selecting studies Wearable 
validation studies with children and adolescents (age <18 
years). Required indicators: (1) study protocol must include 
real- life conditions; (2) validated device outcome must 
belong to one dimension of the 24- hour PB construct; (3) 
the study protocol must include a criterion measure; (4) 
study results must be published in peer- reviewed English 
language journals.
Results Out of 13 285 unique search results, 76 articles 
with 51 different wearables were included and reviewed. 
Most studies (68.4%) validated an intensity measure 
outcome such as energy expenditure, but only 15.9% of 
studies validated biological state outcomes, while 15.8% 
of studies validated posture/activity type outcomes. We 
identified six wearables that had been used to validate 
outcomes from two different dimensions and only two 
wearables (ie, ActiGraph GT1M and ActiGraph GT3X+) 
that validated outcomes from all three dimensions. The 
percentage of studies meeting a given quality criterion 
ranged from 44.7% to 92.1%. Only 18 studies were 
classified as ‘low risk’ or ‘some concerns’.
Summary Validation studies on biological state and 
posture/activity outcomes are rare in children and 
adolescents. Most studies did not meet published 
quality principles. Standardised protocols embedded in a 
validation framework are needed.
PROSPERO registration number CRD42021230894.

INTRODUCTION
Within the last two decades, the forefront of 
activity research moved from assessing single 
parameters such as steps or counts over the 
assessment of sedentary behaviour (SB) and 
physical activity (PA) in parallel to an inte-
grated perspective of different movement 
and non- movement patterns, the so- called 
24- hour activity cycle (24- HAC).1 2 This devel-
opment was pushed by empirical evidence 
that those different parameters contribute 
independently to health and resulted in WHO 

KEY MESSAGES

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN
 ⇒ There is a rising interest in using wearables to as-
sess all three dimensions of the integrative 24- hour 
physical behaviour construct, namely, intensity, pos-
ture/activity type and biological state.

 ⇒ Recently, generic validation frameworks for wear-
ables integrating various conditions have been 
proposed.

 ⇒ Reviews on studies investigating the validity of 
wearables under free- living conditions covering the 
full integrative 24- hour physical behavioural con-
struct are missing.

WHAT ARE THE NEW FINDINGS
 ⇒ Most studies validated intensity outcomes such as 
energy expenditure, but validation studies on bio-
logical states (such as asleep or awake) and pos-
ture/activity type outcomes are rare in children and 
adolescents.

 ⇒ Most reviewed validation studies do not meet cur-
rently published core principles regarding study 
quality. Notably, no reviewed study that validated a 
biological state or posture/activity type outcome was 
classified as ‘low risk’.

 ⇒ Thirty of the 51 included wearables were validated 
only once. No wearable was identified that measures 
all dimensions with moderate to strong validity.
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guidelines3 that provided separate recommendations for 
specific behaviours. For example, current 24- hour move-
ment guidelines for children and youth4 emphasise that 
being regularly physically active, reducing sedentary 
time and having a healthy sleep pattern at young ages 
will contribute to physical and mental health, reduce 
the risk of developing obesity in childhood and are asso-
ciated with non- communicable diseases later in life.5 6 
The gradual shift from focusing on a single behaviour 
such as PA to a multiperspective focus on 24- hour phys-
ical behaviour (PB) (ie, including sleep, SB and PA) has 
also been theoretically addressed. Rosenberger et al1 
introduced the 24- HAC model as a new paradigm for 
PA, and Tremblay et al2 provided a conceptual model 
of movement- based terminology around the 24- hour 
cycle. In particular, the 24- hour PB cycle comprises three 
movement and non- movement behaviours (ie, PA, SB 
and sleep; see online supplemental appendix 1). Each 
of the three behaviours can be differentiated by specific 
characteristics. For example, the sleep state is charac-
terised by reduced or absent consciousness, whereas PA 
and SB appear while being awake. The Prospective Phys-
ical Activity, Sitting, and Sleep consortium (ProPASS) 
extended the approach by subdividing the 24- hour PB 
construct into three behaviours and applying different 
dimensions.7 In detail, each behaviour covers aspects 
of biological (ie, asleep or awake), posture (eg, lying, 
sitting or upright) and intensity (eg, light, moderate or 
vigorous) dimensions. For example, SB is defined as any 
waking behaviour (ie, biological state) characterised by 
an energy expenditure of ≤1.5 metabolic equivalents (ie, 
intensity) while in a sitting, reclining or lying posture (ie, 
posture).2 Thus, the differentiation between PA, SB and 
sleep requires a valid and simultaneous assessment of all 
three dimensions.

Technical developments over the past decades have led 
to the opportunity to use wearables (eg, research- grade 
and consumer- grade accelerometers or pedometers) to 
capture high- frequency data about human movement 
and non- movement behaviour in daily life over longer 
periods.8 9 Since 2016, wearable technology has been 
a leading fitness trend with an estimated $100 billion 
industry.10 In summary, there is a growing commercial 
industry of wearable technology, a growing number of 
research studies that integrated device- based methods 
to capture PB data and discussions about whether it is 
‘prime time’ for scientifically validated wearables to be 
global PB surveillance methodologies.11 12 However, 
applying wearables in health studies offers methodolog-
ical and practical challenges such as data processing, 
monitoring protocols or quality criteria such as validity9 
while aiming to allow for valid interstudy comparisons.

The concept of validity is a fundamental criterion to 
evaluate the quality of an instrument, referring to the 
degree to which it truly measures the construct it purports 
to measure.13 Researchers interested in the 24- hour PB 
cycle are most interested in criterion- referenced validity 
because the parameters that they are attempting to 

measure are highly objective.14 In line with the wearable 
technology’s popularity in health research, the number of 
validation studies has increased dramatically over the past 
decades. Recently, researchers emphasise the importance 
of performing standardised validation procedures.15–17 
For example, Sperlich and Holmberg17 strongly recom-
mend controlling and monitoring the launching of 
wearable technology for health and fitness purposes and 
call for independent scientific validation procedures in 
terms of ‘evidence- based marketing claims’.17

Collaborations such as the INTERLIVE network started 
developing standardised protocols to validate consumer 
wearables for steps15 and heart rate.18 As a broader frame-
work, Keadle et al16 introduced a stage process of validity 
to facilitate the development and validation of processing 
methods to assess PB via wearables.16 The framework 
contains five validation phases with increasing levels, 
starting from device manufacturing and culminating 
with application in health studies. After mechanical 
(phase 0) and calibration testing (phase 1), validation 
studies are suggested with a fixed and semistructured 
evaluation under laboratory (phase II) as well as under 
real- life conditions (phase III) in which participants can 
complete their natural everyday behaviour.16 Optimally, 
the validation of devices occurs through all stages before 
applying the device in health research studies (phase 
IV). Since error rates differ between laboratory and real- 
life conditions,15 it is advisable to capture a wide array of 
activities in daily living under real- life conditions. More-
over, under laboratory conditions, some researchers 
may instruct participants to perform specific activities, 
which can lead to unnaturally performed activities (eg, 
the Hawthorne effect or reactivity bias).19 Therefore, it 
is crucial to quantify measurement error in an uncon-
strained free- living environment and compare wearables’ 
outcomes with a reference measure such as video record-
ings or the doubly labelled water method. The realisation 
of standardised validation protocols embedded in a 
framework15 16 are helpful to inform consumers and can 
aid researchers in study design when selecting the appro-
priate wearable.20 21 Transparency of the results may foster 
manufacturers’ innovation to achieve improved validity 
and inform practitioners while incorporating wearables 
into daily clinical practice.15

Research purpose
Given the rapid increase and availability of research and 
consumer- grade wearables, a free- living validation is 
required to ensure appropriate conclusions for surveil-
lance, epidemiological and intervention studies. Although 
previous reviews focused on the issue of validity (eg, 
intensity levels of PA and SB,22 energy expenditure,23 24 
steps20 and sleep- related outcomes25–27); however, this 
field has not been assessed to date from a comprehensive 
24- hour PB perspective. Following the age- dependent 
classification of WHO guidelines,28 we selected both chil-
dren and adolescents. The 24- hour PB construct is an 
important aspect of physical and mental development 
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across the paediatric age range.28 29 Moreover, move-
ment patterns of children and adolescents are specific 
(eg, intermittent and sporadic30 31), which may affect 
the initialisation of devices when assessing 24- hour PB. 
Finally, this review focuses on the following purposes: first, 
as our main purpose, we would like to raise researchers' 
and consumers’ attention to the quality of published vali-
dation protocols while aiming to identify and compare 
specific consistencies/inconsistencies between valida-
tion protocols. To evaluate the quality of the studies, we 
followed core principles, recommendations and expert 
statements14–16 32 with published quality criteria (eg, study 
duration, number of included participants, selection of 
criterion measure and data synchronisation). Second, 
we would like to provide a comprehensive and historical 
overview on which wearable has been validated for which 
purpose, and whether they show promise or not for being 
used in further studies.

METHODS
This study followed the Preferred Reporting Items for 
Systematic Reviews and Meta- Analyses reporting guide-
lines (checklist: see online supplemental appendix 2).33

Search strategy and study selection
We used a search string that included terms for (1) 
examine validity, (2) device/type of wearable and (3) 
dimensions of the 24- hour PB construct. An a priori 
pilot search was conducted to optimise the final term 
(see online supplemental appendix 3). Publications 
were searched from 1970 to December 2020 using the 
following databases: EbscoHost, IEEE Xplore, PubMed, 
Scopus and Web of Science. We reran the search in July 
2021 to check for updates and checked the reference lists 
of included studies for publications that may meet the 
inclusion criteria.

All articles were imported to a Citavi library (Citavi V.6.8, 
Swiss Academic Software GmbH, Swiss). After removing 
all duplicates, the study selection process included three 
screening phases on eligibility. In phase I, two reviewers 
screened the titles of the publications independently 
(MG and ER) while focusing on the selected key terms 
of the search string (ie, validity, wearable and parameter 
of 24- hour PB construct). Articles were excluded only 
if both reviewers categorised an article as not eligible 
for review purposes. In the second phase, two reviewers 
screened and reviewed the abstracts of the publications 
independently (MG and ER). Discrepancies in screening 
were resolved by consulting a third reviewer (EK). Finally, 
in the third phase, the full texts of the remaining arti-
cles were assessed for eligibility by seven members of 
the author’s team (MG, ER, AK- D, SK, AB, IT and CaN). 
Each article was screened independently by at least two 
reviewers. Discrepancies in screening were resolved by 
discussion until consensus was reached. Reviewers were 
not blinded to author or journal information (see online 
supplemental appendix 4).

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Based on the PICO principle,34 we included peer- 
reviewed, English- language publications that met the 
following criteria:
1. Population: Participants were children and adolescents 

<18 years regardless of health conditions.
2. Intervention: Any wearable validation study in which at 

least one part of the study was conducted under free- 
living (naturalistic/real- life) conditions (eg, at partic-
ipants’ homes or school and without instructions on 
when to start or stop a particular activity).

3. Control/comparison: Studies were included only if they 
described a criterion measure.

4. Outcomes: Studies were included in which the wearable 
outcome(s) could be classified into at least one dimen-
sion of the 24- hour PB construct (ie, biological state, 
posture/activity type or intensity7; see online supple-
mental appendix 1). Although the constructs’ type 
of posture (eg, lying, sitting or upright) and type of 
activity (eg, descriptions of body movements, such as 
walking or cycling, as well as of specific functional ac-
tivities, such as cooking or reading) describe different 
aspects of 24- hour PB, we have combined them into 
one section, since the output of some devices provides 
combined parameters of postural and activity type of 
information.

Data extraction
Data were independently extracted by two authors 
(MG, ER, AK- D, SK, AB, IT or CN). Discrepancies were 
discussed until consensus was reached. The following 
study details were extracted: author; year; location; popu-
lation information (sample size, mean age of participants, 
percentage of women and ethnicity); measurement 
period; validated wearable (wearing position, software, 
epoch length and algorithm/cut- point); dimension of 
the 24- hour PB construct; validated outcome; criterion 
measure; statistical analyses for validation purposes; 
conclusion and funding information.

Data synthesis
Given the wide range of different study protocols in terms 
of varying conditions (eg, wear location, measurement 
duration, sample size, statistical analyses or criterion 
measure), we conducted a narrative synthesis based on the 
reported results/conclusions. The data synthesis focused 
on our secondary purpose, that is, whether the included 
wearables show promise or not for being used in further 
studies. In particular, we classified the studies as ↑ (ie, 
moderate to strong validity), ↔ (ie, mixed results) and 
↓ (ie, poor or weak validity). Each article was classified 
independently by at least two reviewers. Discrepancies in 
classification were resolved by discussion until consensus 
was reached.

Quality assessment
According to our main purpose, that is, raising 
researchers’ and consumers’ attention to the quality 
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of published validation protocols, we conducted a 
quality assessment and evaluated the risk of bias. Each 
article was evaluated using the Quality Assessment of 
Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS- 2) tool.32 The 
tool is composed of four different domains (ie, patient 
selection, index measure, criterion measure and flow/
timing). Following the QUADAS- 2 guidelines, we selected 
a set of signalling questions for each domain and added 
questions modified from the QUADAS- 2 background 
document based on core principles, recommendations 
and expert statements for validation studies14–16 32 (see 
table 3). The risk of bias assessment was conducted inde-
pendently by at least two authors. Discrepancies were 
discussed until consensus was reached. The study quality 
was evaluated at the domain level; that is, if all signalling 
questions for a domain were answered ‘yes’, then the risk 
of bias was deemed to be ‘low’. If any signalling question 
was answered ‘no’, then the risk of bias was deemed to be 
‘high’. The ‘unclear’ category was only used when insuf-
ficient data were reported for evaluation. Based on the 
domain- level ratings, we created a decision tree to eval-
uate the overall study quality as ‘low risk’, ‘some concerns’ 
or ‘high risk’ (see online supplemental appendix 5).

RESULTS
The search resulted in 13 285 unique records, with 
76 publications (representing 74 unique studies; see 
figure 1) being included.35–110 In particular, 68.4% 
(n=52) of all studies were classified into the intensity 
dimension, 15.8% (n=12) into the posture/activity 
type dimension and 15.8% (n=12) into the biological 
state dimension. None of the included studies vali-
dated outcomes from two different dimensions; that 
is, no study validated intensity and postural/activity 
type outcomes at the same time.

Participant and study characteristics
Of the studies included, 71.1% were published within 
the last decade (≥2011), indicating the increasing use 
of wearable technologies for PB measurement (see 
table 1); 88.2% (n=67) were conducted in wealthier 

high- income countries from North America, Europe 
or Australia/Oceania. The number of participants 
ranged between 3 and 225, while most studies (57.9%, 
n=44) recruited between 21 and 50 participants. The 
mean age of the participants’ samples ranged between 
newborn infants (median 37 weeks) and older adoles-
cents (17±1 years). In most studies, the mean age of 
the sample was between 8 and 13 years. Healthy partic-
ipants were recruited in 97.4% (n=74) of all studies. 
One study recruited children with congenital heart 
disease, and one study recruited both healthy chil-
dren and children with autism. Participants’ ethnicity 
was reported in 27.6% (n=21) of all studies. The 
measurement duration of the reviewed study proto-
cols varied between approximately 30 min and up to 
14 days. For example, studies that focused on biolog-
ical state or posture/activity type outcomes reported 
in 14 of 24 studies a duration of ≤1 day. The majority 
of studies (88.2%, n=67) conducted statistical analyses 
at the person/study level (eg, correlations, t- tests and 
repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)). 
Five studies conducted both person- level/study- level 
analyses as well as epoch- by- epoch comparisons (eg, 
sensitivity and specificity). Two studies used machine- 
learning approaches to identify activity types. Six 
studies reported that the manufacturer was involved 
in study funding or loaned the devices, or one of the 
authors declared a relation to the company of the 
validated wearable. In 44.7% (n=34) of all studies, 
funding was independent of the manufacturer, 
and the authors declared no conflict of interest. In 
15.8% (n=12) of all studies, neither information 
about funding nor any information about conflict of 
interests was reported, whereas in the remaining 24 
studies, at least funding information or conflict of 
interest statement was reported and without any rela-
tion to the manufacturer. Detailed data extraction is 
reported as a supplement (see online supplemental 
appendix 6).

Wearables
We identified 51 different wearables, of which 31 were clas-
sified as research and 20 as consumer- grade devices. The 
type of wearables varied across uniaxial, biaxial or triaxial 
accelerometers and pedometers. Detailed technical 
information for each wearable is available as a supple-
ment (see online supplemental appendix 7). Twenty- two 
studies included multiple sensors or wearing positions to 
enable comparison between different devices or wearing 
locations. The variation of brands within a study protocol 
ranged from one to four. In particular, 76.3% (n=58) 
of all studies included one brand of wearable, whereas 
23.7% (n=18) included two to four different brands of 
wearables. We identified 10 different validated outcomes 
(see table 2) The hip/waist and wrist positions were most 
often used for validation purposes. In 53.9% (n=41) of 
all studies, the authors provided information about the 
software application used for data preprocessing issues. 

Figure 1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews 
and Meta- Analyses flowchart illustrating the literature search 
and screening process.
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Across all studies, the selected epoch length varied 
from 1 s to 1 min, while 15 s and 1 min were most often 
reported. In 44.7% (n=34) of all studies, some informa-
tion about the used algorithm, equation or cut- points was 
reported.

Study quality
In total, we included nine signalling questions as quality 
criteria to evaluate the risk of bias. The percentage of 
meeting a given criteria ranged from 44.7% to 92.1% (see 
table 3). On average, 5.7 of 9 questions were answered 
with yes (ie, meeting the criteria). Studies validating a 

biological state, intensity or posture/activity type outcome 
met on average 6.0, 5.8 and 5.3 out of 9 questions with 
yes, respectively. In 46.1% (n=35) of all studies, the refer-
ence standard was in line with the suggested criterion 
measures.16 Wearables were the most frequently selected 
criterion reference in 34.2% (n=26) of the studies (see 
table 2). Based on our classification tree to evaluate the 
overall study quality (see online supplemental appen-
dices 5 and 8), seven studies were classified as low risk (all 
validated an intensity outcome). Furthermore, 11 studies 
were classified with some concerns and 58 studies with 

Table 1 Summary of data extraction: participant and study characteristics

Category Total (N=76) Biological state (n=12) Posture/activity type (n=12) Intensity (n=52)

Publication year
  
  

≤1999 4   1 3

2000–2010 18 1   17

≥2011 54 11 11 32

Study location
  
  
  
  
  

Africa 1     1

Asia 7 1 1 5

Europe 29 1 8 20

North America 31 9 1 21

Australia/Oceania 7 1 2 4

South America 1     1

Participants (N)*
  
  

≤19 14 2 3 9

20–50 46 9 8 29

≥51 17 1 1 15

Mean age (years)†
  
  
  

0–3.9 12 4 2 6

4.0–7.9 16 1 3 12

8.0–12.9 37 6 5 26

13–18 9 2   7

Sex (%, female)‡
  
  

0–25 3   1 2

26–74 68 12 9 47

75–100 2     2

Measurement duration 
(days)
  
  

≤1 34 7 7 20

2–6 15 2 2 11

≥7 27 3 3 21

Criterion measure
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Doubly labelled water 14     14

Heart telemetry 1     1

Indirect calorimetry 4     4

Observation (direct) 11     11

Observation (video) 11 2 8 1

Polysomnography 6 6     

Questionnaire/diary 3 2   1

Wearable 26 2 4 20

Statistical analyses
  

Epoch- by- epoch 14 6 3 5

Person/study level 67 8 8 51

*One article reported two studies and was counted twice.
†One study reported two subgroups, and the subgroups were counted twice; three studies were not included in the summary statistics 
due to the lack of age information.
‡Three studies were not included in the summary statistics due to the lack of sex information.
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high risk. Figure 2 illustrates the overall study quality on 
a study level separated by each dimension of the 24- hour 
PB construct.

Validity
Across all studies (n=76), we classified 102 validation 
results of 51 different wearables. In particular, we ranked 
43.14% (n=44) results/conclusions as ‘↑’ (ie, moderate to 
strong validity), 38.23% (n=39) as ‘↔’ (ie, mixed validity) 
and 18.63% (n=19) as ‘↓’ (ie, poor or weak validity). 
Table 4 provides an overview for each wearable separated 
by different age groups. Of those 51 different wearables, 
58.8% (n=30) were validated once; 19.6% (n=10) were 
validated in two different studies; 11.8% (n=6) were vali-
dated in three different studies; and 9.8% (n=5) were 
validated in more than three different studies. Acti-
Graph GT3X+ (n=10), ActiGraph GT1M (n=7), Yamax 
Digiwalker SW- 200 (n=6), ActiGraph AM7164 (n=5) and 
Tritrac R3D (n=4) were used most often in the included 
validation studies. Most wearables (n=42) had been used 
for the validation of only one dimension of the 24- hour 
PB construct. In particular, 33 wearables have been used 
only for the validation of intensity outcomes, whereas 
five wearables for the validation of posture/activity type 
and four wearables for the validation of biological state 

outcomes. In contrast, we identified three wearables 
(ie, Actiwatch spectrum, Actiwatch- L and Fitbit Charge 
HR) that validated both intensity and biological state 
outcomes and three wearables (ie, Actical, ActiGraph 
GT3X and GENEActiv) that validated both intensity and 
posture/activity types of outcomes. Moreover, two wear-
ables (ie, ActiGraph GT1M and ActiGraph GT3X+) have 
been validated for all three dimensions. None of those 
eight wearables were ranked consistently as moderate to 
strong validity for measuring two or all three dimensions.

DISCUSSION
The purpose of this systematic review was to evaluate 
the characteristics, validity and quality of free- living 
validation studies in which at least one dimension of 
the 24- hour PB construct1 7 was assessed via wearables 
and validated against a criterion measure. More specif-
ically, the main purpose was to raise researchers’ and 
consumers’ attention to the quality of published vali-
dation protocols while aiming to identify and compare 
specific consistencies/inconsistencies. In summary, we 
observed a high heterogeneity across the included study 
protocols. A detailed discussion of each of the points is 
provided further. Regarding the quality, few studies we 

Table 2 Summary of data extraction: wearables

Category Total (N=76)
Biological state 
(n=12)

Posture/activity type 
(n=12)

Intensity 
(n=52)

Type
  
  
  

Uniaxial accelerometer 33 5 2 26

Biaxial accelerometer 8 3 5

Triaxial accelerometer 47 5 14 28

Pedometer 9 9

Outcome
  
  
  
  
  
  

Sleep time 8 8

Sleep–wake metrics 4 4

Different postures/types 8 8

Time in SB 16 4 12

Time in LPA 10 10

Time in MVPA 19 19

Energy expenditure 21 21

Steps 16 16

Counts 10 1 9

Wear position*†
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Ankle 5 4 1

Chest 2 2

Hip/waist 55 5 7 43

Lower back 2 2

Thigh 4 4

Upper arm 5 5

Wrist 30 9 7 14

Backpack/pockets 3 2 1

*One study did not report any information about the sensor wearing position.
†If studies included multiple devices or different wearing positions, we counted each wearing position.
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evaluated were ranked overall with low risk of bias or with 
some concerns based on selected criteria that align with 
published core principles, recommendations and expert 
statements.16–18 Therefore, more high- quality validation 

studies with children and adolescents under real- life 
conditions are needed.

The second purpose of this review was to provide 
a comprehensive and historical overview on which 
wearable has been validated for which purpose. In 
comparison to intensity outcomes such as energy expen-
diture, the validation of biological state and posture/
activity type outcomes was rare. In addition, 42 of 51 
different research and consumer- grade wearables were 
validated for only one aspect of the 24- hour PB construct. 
We identified only two wearables (ie, ActiGraph GT3X+ 
and ActiGraph GT1M) that were validated for all three 
dimensions and six wearables that were validated for at 
least two dimensions. However, none of those eight wear-
ables were ranked consistently as moderate to strong valid 
for measuring two or all three dimensions. One of the 
issues that emerge from the included studies is that while 
some wearables may be useful for the evaluation of one 
dimension of the PB construct, we identified no wearable 
that provides valid results across all three dimensions in 
children and adolescents.

According to the framework of wearable validation 
studies,16 the aim of phase III studies is to validate a device 
outcome under real- life conditions against appropriate 
reference measures. Thus, the most central category when 

Table 3 Criteria for the risk of bias assessment and the percentage of studies meeting these criteria

Criteria items

Studies meeting criterion (N)

Total
(N=76)

Biological state 
(n=12)

Posture/
activity type 
(n=12)

Intensity 
(n=52)

Domain 1: patient selection/study design

  1. Was the study conducted in different free- living 
settings (eg, school or home)?*

43 (67.2%) NA 7 (58.3%) 36 (69.2%)

  2. Did the study take place for at least 2 days? 42 (55.3%) 5 (41.6%) 5 (41.6%) 32 (61.5%)

  3. Did the study provide any information about the 
inclusion/exclusion of the recruiting process?

45 (59.2%) 5 (41.6%) 3 (25%) 37 (71.2%)

  4. Did the study include at least a sample of 20 
participants?

62 (81.6%) 10 (83.3%) 9 (75%) 43 (82.7%)

Domain 2: index measure

  5. Was the algorithm of the validated outcome reported 
(ie, formula) or at least further information cited?

34 (44.7%) 9 (75%) 7 (58.3%) 18 (34.6%)

  6. Did the participants wear the wearable for at least 
8 hours per day?*

46 (60.5%) NA 4 (33.3%) 32 (61.5%)

Domain 3: criterion measure

  7. Is the selected reference the gold standard? 35 (46.1%) 8 (66.6%) 8 (66.6%) 19 (36.5%)

Domain 4: flow and timing         

  8. Did they provide any information about data 
synchronisation?†

39 (51.3%) 8 (80%) 9 (75%) 20 (54.1%)

  9. Were all participants included in the analyses or any 
exclusion reasons provided?

70 (92.1%) 10 (83.3%) 11 (91.7%) 49 (94.2%)

*Only relevant for n=64 studies.
†Only relevant for n=59 studies.
NA, not applicable.

Figure 2 Overall risk of bias classification separated by 
different dimensions of the 24- hour physical behaviour 
construct. The number within the circles represents the 
study number, as listed in the full data extraction (see 
online supplemental appendices 5 and 8). Studies with a 
green circle were evaluated as ‘low risk’; the orange circle 
represents ‘some concerns’; and red circles represent ‘high 
risk’.
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Table 4 Validity of wearables separated by dimensions and age groups

Wearable

Early years (infants, preschoolers; 
<6 years) School- aged children (6–12 years) Adolescents (≥13 years)

Bio Pos/AT Int Bio Pos/AT Int Bio Pos/AT† Int‡

Uniaxial 
accelerometer

Actical     ↑ ↑, ↔           

ActiGraph AM7164     ↔, ↓     ↔, ↓; ↓       

ActiGraph GT1M   ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↔, ↓     ↑

Actimaker EW4800P                 ↔

ActiTrainer           ↑       

Actiwatch activity monitor     ↑             

Actiwatch spectrum     ↔       ↔     

Actiwatch- L ↔   ↑             

Actiwatch 64 ↓                 

Caltrac           ↔, ↓       

CSA Accelerometer           ↑, ↑       

Motionlogger Sleepwatch       ↔           

New Lifestyle 1000           ↑, ↓       

Omron HJ- 151           ↑       

Polar Active Watch           ↔       

Biaxial 
accelerometer

Actiwatch- 2 ↑, ↓     ↔     ↔     

Omron HJ- 720IT- E2     ↑             

SenseWear Pro2           ↔       

SenseWear Pro3           ↔, ↔     ↓

Triaxial 
accelerometer

3dNX model v2                 ↑

3dNX model v3           ↑       

ActiGraph GT3X   ↔ ↑, ↔             

ActiGraph GT3X+ ↑     ↑, ↔ ↔, ↓ ↑, ↑, ↓ ↔ ↓   

ActiGraph GT9X         ↔, ↓         

Actiheart     ↔           ↔

ActivPAL   ↑, ↑, ↓               

Axivity AX3         ↑         

Dynaport ADL Monitor         ↑         

Fitbit Charge HR       ↔         ↔

Fitbit Flex     ↔             

Fitbit Zip           ↔, ↔       

Garmin Vivofit 1                 ↑

GENEActiv         ↔, ↓ ↔       

Kenz Lifecorder           ↑       

MovBand Model 2           ↔       

Omron HJA- 350IT           ↑       

Polar Loop                 ↓

RT3     ↔             

SCA3000   ↑               

SenseWear Mini           ↔       

Sqord           ↑       

Tracmor2           ↑       

TracmorD     ↑             

Tritrac- R3D           ↑, ↑, ↓       

Wristband                 ↑

Yamasa EX- 200           ↑       

Zamzee           ↔       

Accelerometer Polar A370       ↑     ↑     

Continued
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evaluating the overall study quality focused on the selected 
criterion measure. The evaluation was based on the listed 
criterion measures for PB assessment by Keadle et al.16 
Physiological outcomes such as energy expenditure are 
recommended for validation against indirect calorimetry 
or doubly labelled water. Behavioural criterion measures 
such as step count, or postures are recommended for 
validation against video recordings.16 The recommended 
criterion measure for differentiation between sleep and 
wake patterns is polysomnography.111 112 Only 35 of 76 
studies used the respective gold standard. Although 
the relative percentage was higher when the outcome 
belonged to the biological state or posture/activity type 
dimension, this might be explained by the fact that only 
few studies validated either biological state (n=12) or 
posture/activity type (n=12) outcomes compared with 
studies that validated intensity outcomes (n=52). The 
most selected criterion measure was a research- grade 
device, which may provide information about conver-
gent validity. Although using criterion measures such as 
video recording can be time- consuming and challenging 
(eg, low memory capacity or video processing in terms of 
interpretation), there is no evidence that wearables can 
serve as a basis for validating other wearables. In other 
words, if the criterion measure is not completely valid, 
then a high risk of bias might be present to inform about 
criterion validity.15 113 114

Optimally, study protocols occur over a 24- hour 
period over multiple days, thus covering a wide range 
of representative habitual activities.15 16 First, we evalu-
ated whether data collection was not restricted to one 
particular setting (eg, school hours), which was met by 
nearly two- thirds of all reviewed studies. Second, since it 
is almost not feasible to collect data over several days for 
criterion measures such as video recording,15 16 we spec-
ified at least 2 days as a low- risk classification. This was 
met by slightly more than half of the studies. However, 
we identified a higher number of studies (n=19) that 
collected data over a short period (≤2 hours). Most of 
those studies focused on a couple of school hours under 
free- living conditions while using direct observation 
without video recordings as a criterion measure. The risk 
of bias might be present because the setting was restricted 
to the school environment, thus limiting the ability to 
capture a wider range of habitual behaviours. Moreover, 
reactivity reveals a potential error source when collecting 

data via wearables. Researchers expected that reactivity is 
a time issue, which means participants may change their 
behaviour at the beginning of the monitoring period and 
later return to a more stable pattern.115 116 Similar effects 
have been seen in sleep laboratories with polysomno-
graphic monitoring.117 Since there is some evidence that 
reactivity of wearing wearables and the first- night effect 
of polysomnographic data in children and adolescents 
might be present,118 we recommend collecting data over 
at least 2 days.

Ideally, the wearables are validated for a wide range of 
diverse samples using the same validation protocol (eg, age, 
sex, ethnicities and health conditions).16 114 For example, 
wearables that have been validated for preschoolers have 
also been validated for adolescents to allow for assess-
ment and comparison across the paediatric age range. 
The reviewed studies revealed that 53 studies included 
samples of children between 4 and 13 years of age. In 
contrast, only 12 studies included newborns and 9 studies 
included adolescents. Most critically, the majority of 
the devices were only validated once, which means, for 
example, that valid results in a sample of preschoolers 
had not been replicated in infants or adolescents. This 
finding is in line with a previous review119 that indicated 
that current wearable validation studies are limited 
regarding generalisability in studies with children and 
adolescents from diverse backgrounds and underrep-
resented groups. For example, we identified only two 
studies57 82 that included samples with restricted health 
conditions. The practical implication is that a given 
wearable device might be valid for healthy children and 
adolescents but not for those with health restrictions.14 
According to the recommended principle, validation 
study protocols should either include a variety of cohorts 
within a single study or a series of studies with different 
participant characteristics.15 16 120 One solution might 
be to recruit a larger sample size, which would enable 
higher intersubject variability, or to conduct a series of 
validation studies with varying participant characteristics. 
Most of the reviewed studies included a sample size of at 
least 20 participants. Optimally, the sample size calcula-
tions ensure adequate power for validation purposes.15 121 
Finally, although challenging because of data protection 
guidelines, we recommend whenever possible reporting 
information about ethnicity (reported in 21 of 76 studies) 
and providing detailed information about inclusion/

Wearable

Early years (infants, preschoolers; 
<6 years) School- aged children (6–12 years) Adolescents (≥13 years)

Bio Pos/AT Int Bio Pos/AT Int Bio Pos/AT† Int‡

Pedometer Walk4Life MVP           ↑, ↔       

Yamax Digi- Walker SW- 200     ↑, ↓     ↑, ↑, ↔, ↔       

Yamax Digi- Walker SW- 701           ↑       

↑ denotes moderate to strong validity; ↔ indicates mixed validity; ↓ indicates poor/weak validity.
bio., biological state; int, intensity; Pos/AT, posture/activity type.

Table 4 Continued
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exclusion criteria regarding the recruitment process as 
well as for statistical analyses.

To enable comparison between different wearables 
or wearing locations, researchers may collect data from 
multiple brands or different wearing positions simulta-
neously.16 120 The majority of the reviewed studies did 
not include multiple wearables and did not capture data 
from validated devices at different wearing positions. 
Depending on the primary outcome of interest, the 
recommendations where to place the wearable may vary. 
For example, to assess sleep–wake patterns, wrist- worn 
devices may optimise the recording of small movements 
that occur at the distal extremities when the individual is 
supine.112 122 Notably, compliance issues in studies with 
younger children might be relevant when selecting the 
wearing position. Fairclough et al123 reported that wrist 
placement promotes superior compliance compared with 
hip placement. If researchers are interested in differen-
tiating between PA and SB, Stevens et al7 indicated that 
thigh- worn devices might be the most promising posi-
tion due to the option to wear the device under clothing 
and accurately assess intensity and posture/activity types. 
However, only four studies35 53 61 109 validated posture/
activity type outcomes with thigh- worn devices. Future 
validation studies in children and adolescents are needed 
with multiple wearables at different wearing positions to 
increase comparability and to inform end users which 
device to use and where to place it.114 In addition, future 
methods and algorithms might be valuable in terms of 
extracting and validating different outcomes from a 
single wearing position.

We evaluated whether the studies reported informa-
tion concerning data synchronisation, wear time, the 
algorithm of the validated outcome and data analyses. 
Overlooking the synchronisation between index and 
criterion measures may introduce errors and bias the 
results. Timestamped or pragmatic solutions are recom-
mended, such as participants performing three vertical 
jumps at the beginning and the end of the measure-
ment.15 Following practical consideration when applying 
wearables,31 124 a high number of studies defined a valid 
day if ≥8–10 hours of wear time during waking hours were 
captured. We set the quality criteria of at least ≥8 hours/
day, revealing that 46 studies considered wear time criteria 
for a valid day. Capturing shorter periods may increase 
the risk of bias since less time is available to assess data 
in different settings (eg, at home or school). Across all 
included studies, we identified different outcomes for 
each dimension. While for the dimension biological state 
and posture/activity type the outcomes are quite homog-
enous, the identified intensity outcomes varied from 
time spent in different intensity to step counts, energy 
expenditure or metrics such as counts. We included all 
outcomes that belong to the intensity domain; however, 
future research endeavours might be interested in further 
differentiating intensity dimension outcomes in terms of 
construct validity. A critical aspect from the perspective 
of transparency is the presentation of algorithms. Only 

34 studies reported the formula or cited at least further 
information on the validated outcome. Interestingly, no 
information about the algorithms used was provided 
in studies in which a consumer- grade device had been 
validated. At this point, researchers often do not have 
access to the raw data of consumer- grade wearables or 
the ‘black- boxed’ algorithms. Moreover, companies can 
update wearables’ firmware or algorithms at any time, 
hindering comparability.125 In addition, the pace at 
which technology is evolving in optimising algorithms 
far exceeds the pace of published validation research.20 
Open- source methods that are more flexible to use algo-
rithms for different devices are needed.15 16 A quality 
criterion concerning the statistical analyses used was not 
set due to the lack of consistent statistical guidelines for 
reporting the validity of wearables. The majority of the 
reviewed studies used traditional statistical tests such 
as t- tests or ANOVAs. Optimally, researchers integrate 
different analytical approaches, such as equivalence 
testing, and include epoch- by- epoch comparisons when-
ever possible.16 126

Future directions
We expect that wearables will be a global surveillance 
methodology for 24- hour PB assessment.11 12 Therefore, 
scientific collaborations such as the ProPASS consor-
tium127 are fundamental to bundle knowledge and 
harmonise a currently widely differentiated field of wear-
able devices. In our review, we identified a high degree 
of heterogeneity across the study protocols that validated 
wearables. One reason that may contribute to heteroge-
neity is the timing of the study realisation. Earlier study 
protocols may fall short according to quality criteria 
that have been established over time (eg, opportunity to 
collect continuous video recordings during activities of 
daily life). At the latest when the wearables are used as a 
global surveillance methodology for 24- hour PB assess-
ment, high- quality standards should be maintained (eg, 
high- quality validation studies). Therefore, in line with 
previous recommendations,15 114 we agree that a stan-
dardised and transparent validation process should be 
the primary interest of all stakeholders (ie, manufac-
turers, scientific institutions and consumers) to assess 
whether these wearables are useful and perform with low 
measurement error. The validation framework by Keadle 
et al16 may serve as such a transparent validation process 
from device manufacturing to implementation in applied 
studies. In other words, establishing validity is a process 
in which multiple pieces of information are needed to 
confirm validity under different situations (eg, labora-
tory and free- living) and in different samples (eg, age 
groups or health conditions), which cannot be accom-
plished in a single study.114 Moreover, we expect that 
the fast development of technical possibilities will influ-
ence the future of PB data evaluation and processing via 
wearables. In particular, supervised learning approaches 
(eg, machine- learning or deep- learning algorithms) are 
gaining popularity.128 129 To date, the uptake of supervised 
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learning approaches has been slow in health behaviour 
research and may change in the upcoming years.12

Limitations
Some points merit further discussion. First, the evalua-
tion of the study quality is based on self- selected criteria. 
In particular, we selected the QUADAS- 2 tool104 and 
added further signalling questions in line with core prin-
ciples, recommendations and expert statements.16–18 24 
However, since we are not aware of any further quality 
tools and signalling questions that had been published 
for wearable validation purposes, our selected criteria 
can serve as a starting point for future reviews that 
focus on the study quality of wearable technology under 
free- living conditions. Second, our included validation 
studies were published in the range from 1987 to 2021. 
Given the rapid development of wearable technologies 
and the increasing availability of different research and 
consumer- grade devices, quality standards have evolved. 
Thus, while interpreting the study protocols, the timing 
of the study realisation should be considered. More-
over, we are aware that most devices were initially not 
developed for assessing the whole 24- hour PB concept. 
However, our review can be seen as a comprehensive 
and historical overview of which wearable had been vali-
dated for which purpose and may guide future research 
endeavours when selecting a wearable for the assessment 
of the whole 24- hour concept. Third, our review focused 
on the quality of study protocols. However, we did not 
account for further important considerations when using 
wearables such as wear/nonwear time algorithms, cost 
of the monitor or time of data processing.114 130 Fourth, 
our presented narrative data syntheses are based on the 
author’s results/conclusions of the included validation 
studies. Notably, the overview should be interpreted with 
caution since study protocols revealed a large heteroge-
neity in terms of different study protocols (eg, criterion 
measure, outcomes, sample sizes and duration) or statis-
tical analyses. Fifth, our findings are limited to our 
search strategy; thus, we may have missed further valida-
tion studies. However, we applied backward and forward 
citation searches through reference lists of the included 
studies to screen articles that may not have appeared 
in our search. Sixth, this review was limited to articles 
published in English.

CONCLUSION
Given the increasing availability of research and 
consumer- grade wearables, we would like to raise 
researchers’ and consumers’ attention to the quality of 
published validation protocols in children and adoles-
cents. Most reviewed studies did not meet recommended 
quality principles when validating wearables under real- 
life conditions. Primarily, validation studies are lacking 
with gold- standard reference measures such as video 
recording, polysomnography or doubly labelled water 
methods. Moreover, most devices had been validated only 
once and focused predominantly on intensity measure 

outcomes. Based on reviewed studies, no identified wear-
able provides valid results for all three dimensions of the 
24- hour PB concept in children and adolescents. Since 
there is a rising interest in the 24- hour PB construct 
in health research, future researchers will be eager to 
capture all aspects of PB simultaneously via wearables. 
It is likely that the next generation of validation studies 
will consider the validity of more than just one aspect 
of the 24- hour PB construct during one study protocol 
or to conduct a series of studies with varying sample 
characteristics (eg, health status, age and sex). For this 
purpose, standardised protocols for free- living validation 
are urgently needed. Standardised protocols embedded 
in a validation framework may inform and guide all stake-
holders (eg, end users, researchers and manufacturers) 
when (1) selecting wearables for private purposes, (2) 
applying wearables in health studies or (3) fostering 
innovation to achieve improved validity.
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